
Eurolook 

Applications  
The Eurolook transparent shutter is suited to shops, banks 
and museums, and similar sites where both security and 
transparency are essential.  

Curtain Slat 
The curtain, made of synthetic links of polycarbonate, 
offers a transparency of 83% and allows 92% daylight 
transmission. UV-stabilised, it does not discolour or yellow. 
Eurolook Standard bends while effectively resisting 
cracking or breaking. The Eurolook shutter has obtained 
the security rating SKG Class 3 against European standard 
ENV 1627-1630. Tested to BS 476: Part 7 (1997), 
respecting the spread of flame across the surface of a 
material, achieving  Class 1 rating. The shutter has also 
been awarded a Pass according to the Aerospace safety 
standard ABD0031 respecting smoke and toxic gas 
emissions. Eurolook Standard is available in transparent, 
frosted and ventilated variants, as well as in a transparent 
version with a coating against scratches and graffiti. 
Shutter can be upgraded to ram raid resistant classification.  

Visible Face:                   85mm 
Profile Height:                108mm  
Weight per m²:                9kg 
Maximum Width:     12000mm (outboard motor)            
                       7000mm (tubular motor)  
Maximum Area:      29m² (tubular motor)    
                                        72m² (outboard motor, internal fit)  
                                        50m² (outboard motor, external fit)  

Housing 
Not included as standard. Galvanised steel housing 
available on request, with option to powder coat any RAL / 
BS colour. 

Guide Height (mm)      Plate Size (mm)           Motor 
         2750                             305                      Tubular 
         4000                             355                      Tubular 
         4500                             400                      Tubular 
         5000                             400                    Outboard 
         6000                             450                    Outboard 
         7000                             550                    Outboard 
 

Plate sizes shown as a guide only and may vary. 

Bottom Slat 
Anodised aluminium bottom rail with weather seal.  
 

Guide Channels  
Extruded aluminium with a weather seal. Guide channel 
width of 80mm or 115mm, including PVC seal strip. Guide 
channels are either bolted onto angle or box section, or 
fixed directly to the opening, depending on the application. 

Finish: Standard mill aluminium finish, powder coating 
available on request. 
 

Operation 
Electric: Single-phase tubular motor with internal rocker or 
external key switch. Numerous options such as group or 
remote control etc., available as required. Manual override 
facility as required.  
 

CE Compliant to all applicable directives and regulations. 
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